The Colmar Incident

A Cryptographic Device Lost in World War II Operations

As the Allied armies were preparing for the final assault into Germany during the waning months of World War II, an event occurred which had the makings of a major disaster. An advancing U.S. Army division lost a SIGABA, the cryptographic machine used for the highest levels of U.S. communications. This type of machine was a vital part of a world-wide Combined (UK/US) communications system, and should it fall into enemy hands, the results could be devastating. All of the Allied war plans for the spring assault into Germany, for example, had been enciphered by SIGABA, as well as arrangements for President Roosevelt’s pending trip to Yalta. And it was the only highly secure U.S. cipher system available to many U.S. units in Europe at that time.

After news of the incident reached Arlington Hall, the most important question was whether the equipment had fallen into enemy hands. And, under wartime conditions, it had to be assumed, until proven otherwise, that the SIGABA machine had in fact met this fate. As a consequence, there was a massive effort to fill this cryptographic void while the matter was being investigated. And the investigation itself, in addition to diverting men and equipment from the war effort, deeply involved persons at the highest levels of the U.S. and Allied governments and military establishments.

Events Leading to the Disappearance

On 6 February 1945, Headquarters, Communications Zone, European Theatre of Operations (Paris) dispatched an Urgent-Secret message to all strategic commands in Europe, informing their signal officers to suspend use of certain cryptographic systems and materials due to a possible compromise. An information copy of the message, which read as follows, was also sent to the War Department and Arlington Hall:

"Suspend use immediately of editions 18 and 19 of systems 2201, 2222, and 2242, editions 10 and 11 of CCBP 0125 and 0126 and edition 2 of 514. Grave possibility of compromise all mentioned exists. All Commanders to be informed of possibility of enciphered traffic via radio in these systems being read by enemy. Reserve systems now being distributed. Use only secure (landline, courier, or reserve systems where available until security restored. Nets 12, 13, 14, 15 and 17 not affected as well as CCBP 0101, 0102, and 0103 by above. Inform all subordinate units concerned.

But it was not until 10 February, when the officer in charge of the War Department Code Center called persons at Arlington Hall to alert them that an extremely important message concerning the compromise had just been received, that any specific details became known concerning the systems involved in the compromise:"
Parked truck belonging to two-eighth infantry division containing following documents stolen in Colmar France: SIGABA. Use of all systems listed has been suspended in this theater and every possible action being taken to restore security. CBPO131 has been distributed to all holders. Secure landline and courier being used in most cases. Full investigation of loss being made by Sixth Army Group. Will keep you informed of developments and action taken.

A trans-Atlantic enciphered phone conversation on the 11th, between Arlington Hall Station and the Signal Intelligence Division, ETO, Paris, afforded additional information. It noted, among other things, that a 2 1/2-ton truck had been stolen from a city street in Colmar, France, containing the SIGABA and associated—and other—equipment and documents. It further noted that the SIGABA and these other materials were in a locked safe in the “code room” carried by the truck.

The theft involved the 28th Infantry Division, which was being transferred from Kayersburg, France, to the city of Colmar. Colmar had been evacuated by German troops several days before, and on the day of the theft the enemy was only about four miles to the north of the city.

The event had its beginning on 4 February, when the chief of the message center of the 28th Division’s signal company departed for Colmar. Upon arrival, the men located, first group. (Unfortunately, though, the signal company’s motor pool section, which had the responsibility for establishing a guarded truck park, had not yet arrived.) After locating the division’s message center, which had been established by the advance party the day before, the men were told that their billets were at No. 16, and were instructed to park as near to the house as possible. Subsequently, the truck (with SIGABA and associated equipment) was parked for the night in front of No. 16 Barbarassastrasse, but without guards, as normally required.

The next morning, when two officers went to the truck to make some repairs, it was gone. After reporting to the message center chief that the vehicle was missing, the two men began searching for the truck. About 11:15 a.m. they found the trailer to the truck abandoned on a dead-end road. Tire tracks at the scene indicated that the trailer had been unfastened, and the truck had been turned around and driven out of town. A quick inspection revealed nothing was missing from the trailer, which had contained only unclassified material.

G-2 (Intelligence staff) of the Division Headquarters in Colmar, coordinating with the Military Police, ordered a complete search of the area, and the Inspector General, 28th Division, ordered a thorough investigation of the responsible personnel. He also sought anyone who might have any information concerning the lost truck. This request had some results, revealing, among other things, that a radio car from the same company had been parked across the street from the 2 1/2-ton truck and that men of the company had made frequent trips to the car throughout the night, for the purpose of occasionally running the motor. However, these men had neither seen nor heard anything and, in fact, had taken no notice of the truck in question.

It was further directed that all units and divisions conduct officer-supervised searches to include all sheds, barns, woods, mountain areas, etc. SHAEB was also asked to conduct a complete theater-wide search, and the Sixth Army Group directed all headquarters’ troops, and subordinate units as well, to inventory the motor numbers and inspect the contents of all 2 1/2-ton trucks. Also, the help of the local police and the Sûreté Militaire (CIC’s French counterpart) was promptly enlisted. Descriptions of the truck and safes, but not the contents, were given to the French officials. (American and British headquarters elements in Europe received more specific information about the contents of the truck.) General Eisenhower personally became involved and ordered that a vigorous investigation and search be made to locate the missing vehicle. With the possibility of the disclosure of all of the plans for the spring offensive, the Supreme Allied Commander in Europe gave top priority to the recovery of the truck containing the SIGABA: all Allied high commands participated in the search.

**Crypto-Equipment Found**

Extensive air and ground reconnaissance was conducted while motor and foot patrols continued their more intensive searches throughout the Sixth Army Group area during February and the early days of March. During this time, several reports of incidents involving the French came to light, casting suspicion that the culprits could very well be Frenchmen. One involved a
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1 SHAEB—Supreme Headquarters, Allied Expeditionary Force—European Theater of Operation, General Eisenhower’s Headquarters.
truck, resembling the stolen 2½-ton GMC, which had run through a road block at Montbiliard, 35 miles north of Colmar. On another occasion, on an overnight visit to Colmar, the Seventh Army's CIC Detachment had three jeeps stolen by French units. Also, as soon as it became known that Colmar was being occupied by Allied troops, French soldiers from various units not with the French and American divisions occupying the town, suddenly appeared on the scene and "appropriated" whatever trucks and vehicles they could.

Although such activities strongly suggested that the French were involved with the theft, there was another equally suspicious—and far more ominous—possibility.

Because members of the 28th Division's signal company had been captured before 5 February by the Germans, the enemy could have known that such highly sensitive cryptographic material was in the Colmar area, and made a special effort to acquire it.

Although many reports continued to come in during February, the results were all negative. However, the vehicle inspections did turn up some enlightening facts. Stealing trucks from front-line positions was obviously common practice, as evidenced, for example, by the recovery of six 2 1/2-ton trucks found in the possession of the wrong units during the serial-number checks.

Four days later, on the morning of 9 March 1945, the truck was finally located, abandoned in a wooded area several miles north of the city of Rambervillers, approximately 45 miles northeast of Colmar. The bumpers of the truck had been removed, and the numbers had been painted out; otherwise, there was no other apparent damage to the truck. However, the safes containing the SIGABA and the other equipment were gone.

Later that same afternoon, a search party from the Deuxième Bureau, II Corps, First French Army, discovered the upper half of the safe (designated SIGRINO, Chest CH-76), as well as a small company field safe, submerged in the Gressen River, a small mountain stream which runs between the towns of Chatenois and Scherwiller. The safes were immediately placed under guard and turned over to the Sixth Army Group. The upper half of the SIGRINO contained the SIGABA, and other classified equipment. The lower half of the safe, which had not yet been recovered, contained instructions, pamphlets and rotors for the SIGABA.

Meanwhile, the search for the missing safe and equipment intensified. The river was dredged near the bridge where the first discovery had been made, and plans were even made to divert the water flow. Working on the suspicion that the safes were probably thrown into the river in early February, at a time when the water level was much higher, investigators theorized that the swift current would have carried them a little farther downstream. Therefore, river-dredging efforts were concentrated a few yards downstream from the bridge.

While this operation continued, Headquarters, Sixth Army Group, began a thorough inspection of the recovered equipment. The vital question was still whether the safes, rotors, and associated material could have been compromised. Fingerprinting and other investigative analyses were virtually impossible, because of the deteriorated condition of the mud-and-water-soaked equipment. However, after a thorough inspection, G-2 and Signal Intelligence decided that, since the settings in the safes had not been readjusted, and since there was no evidence suggesting that attempts had been made to open the safes, no compromise existed.3

Finally, eleven days later, on 20 March, the lower safe was recovered from the river bottom about 100 feet downstream from the bridge. Efforts to open the safe were unsuccessful because the combination was clogged with silt. Subsequently, the safe was sent to Paris where it was "opened" at a "ceremony" attended by at least half of the intelligence staffs in Paris. Attempts were first made to open the safe with a torch, but, fortunately, the torch ran out of oxygen, after cutting about two inches, for when the safe was finally cut and drilled open later, long after the VIP guests had departed, it was found to contain two 55-pound thermite bombs and 14-pound blocks of TNT, all wired to detonators. It was also fortunate that these explosive had not been designed as a booby trap; they were simply the devices normally carried with cipher machines to destroy them if they were in danger of being captured by the enemy.

Although no written records can be found regarding who had actually stolen the truck, an interview with an officer who was active in G-2 efforts at Headquarters, ETO, Paris, during the Colmar incident, did uncover some interesting information. He stated that during the Inspector General's investigations, two French peasants commented that the American Government could find its truck in the "woods," and, further, that the "boxes" in the truck had been thrown into the "river." Although the woods and river were not identified by name, their description of the surrounding area was sufficient to permit the truck and equipment to be found, and these two men were subsequently apprehended on the suspicion they participated in the theft. During their interrogation, however, it was learned from these Frenchmen that it was
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3 Examination proved that the rotors were set up in arrangement for 5 February. (This was, however, in violation of strict security rules for moving the machine, as rotors were never to be left in place when transporting such equipment.)
actually their friend, a farmer, who had taken the truck—to move his household furniture. The farmer's name was never disclosed by his friends; consequently, he was not apprehended for questioning.

But in view of these revelations, the consensus at Sixth Army Group Headquarters was that the vehicle had been stolen for the value of the truck itself, and that the thieves were unaware that the truck contained highly valuable and sensitive cryptographic equipment.